Awake O Sleeper

Words and Music by
Ike Ntolo

1. In the darkest times of life, when our lights refuse to shine:

VERSE 1

You are there, You are there.

2. When our hearts become like stone, when we live without hope:

VERSE 2 & 3

midst of life's decay, when our lives become like graves:

You are there, You are there.

Rescue us, rescue us.

Don't let your hearts be troubled, don't let your hearts be troubled.
Awake, O sleeper! Arise from slumber! Christ is calling your name!

Awake, O sleeper! Arise from slumber! Christ is calling your name!

A - wake! A - rise! And

Follow the light! Awake! Arise! And

Follow the light! Awake!
-rise!
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Christ is calling your name!
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